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BEGINNING  OF TERM I. 
P.1 READING 

 

 

My name is ________________________________________________ 

I am in ____________ class. 

 

1. Join and form words 

 Ba + g ____________                       be+d ______________        

        fi+sh ______________                          do + t ______________ 

 

2. Re-arrange the letters to make correct words 

bta _______________         tam _____________  art    ____________  

xaw _______________  

3. Fill in the missing syllables. 

 ba    ,    _______    ,     bi     ,       bo   ,  __________  

       da   ,     de        ,   _________  ,   __________  , du 

       ma  ,     _______  ,  _________ ,   mo    , ____________ 

4. Write the first sound for the picture. 

 __________        ____________                    ___________  

 

            ___________                         ____________  

5. Give the first sound. 
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  _____________________________________(tables) 

 

                            ___________________________________ ( books ) 

 

                            __________________________________ (boxes ) 

 

                      __________________________________ (blackboard) 

 

6. Form words. 

       fi    e.g   fresh   ,    

 wi   fre   _______________ 

  sh   ha   _______________ 

 wa     _______________ 

 

7. Tick the different word. 

 book  boom  book  book 

 house  house  house  horse 

 Peter  Pat   Pat   Pat 

 cassava  cassava  carrot  cassava 

 

8. Find a small word from the big one. 
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e.g woman    =  man 

 cupboard  =  ___________   pencil   =  ________ 

 handbag  =  ___________   homework = _________ 

 

9. Match the sentences to pictures. 

 Paulo has a small ball.    

  

 Here is the banana.  

 

 The man is in the boat. 

 

 A house has two windows.      

   
10. What can you find? 

b o o k 

i    

g i r l 

 n   

 

11. Write one word for the syllable. 

 ru -  ruler   

po  -  ___________ __  be - ________________ 

 fi  - _______________  ta  -  ________________ 

12. Give the number word. 
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 Jane has     3   ____________ ducks. 

 A dog has   4   _____________ legs 

 There are    6    ____________ apples in the basket. 

 Tom put     10    _____________ eggs on a plate. 

 

13. My name is Kakara. I am six years old.  

My home is at Kabuye. I have a nice school called Sir 

Apollo Primary School. 

 I love my teachers and my friends. 

 

1. How old is Kakara? 

 ___________________________________________________ 

2. Where is her home? 

 ____________________________________________________ 

3. Kakara’s school is called ____________________________ 

 ___________________________________________________ 

4. Draw Kakara with her friends at school.   (4 marks) 

     

 

 

 
Good luck
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